Press Release

jobsDB Launches “Talent Search” for candidates to be found
Go proactive with your profile to get the next job
jobsDB, the number one recruitment portal in Hong Kong, recently launched its Talent Search
feature to provide a new channel for candidates to be searched effectively. By updating their
online profile, candidates can now be found and invited for job openings even if they are too
busy to search for jobs themselves. This ensures that they do not miss any job opportunities
which may arise.
Allowing hirers to send invitation to candidates directly
jobsDB’s new Talent Search feature is an advanced solution that delivers a new talent sourcing
experience. It allows hirers to:
• Shortlist relevant candidates easily using a better search engine
• Contact potential and passive candidates directly
• Proactively access a large pool of talent
A number of companies have tried Talent Search in the past months and commented that the
new feature helped significantly shorten their recruitment process.
For candidates, creating a profile on jobsDB is the first step to attract hirers’ attention. In order
for candidates to be searched, they can use either desktop or jobsDB’s mobile app to create
and update their own jobsDB profile anytime, anywhere. This allows users to keep in touch with
great jobs opportunities even while they are busy at work.
Improved mobile-friendly design for checking job application status
At the same time, jobsDB has improved functionality of its mobile site for candidates to apply
for jobs and check the status of their job applications using smartphones more conveniently.
“We have recognised the increasing usage of mobile platform for recruiting. Candidates are
also relying more and more on mobile devices to search and apply for jobs. According to our
internal figures, site traffic from mobile channels has increased by 28.4% when compared with
last year, and job applications via mobile channels has significantly increased by 67.1%,” said
Justin Yiu, General Manager of jobsDB Hong Kong. “jobsDB is committed to providing the best
platform for recruiting and hiring by improving user experience and enhancing our features.
The new Talent Search system is an important step for leveraging candidates’ and hirers’ job
matching experience.”

jobsDB always puts personal data protection in top priority, taking sufficient, advanced and
strict security measures to govern data control. All information collected in the system will only
be used for job application and recruitment purpose. Also, members can make their own
decisions on whether to disclose their profile to hirers or not.

About jobsDB
At jobsDB, we believe in an open and inclusive world for all. Here, opportunities and
possibilities are plenty: A fresh start. A new career. A welcome change. These are just a few of
the things we help to make our candidates happy.
As a leading job portal with substantial positions across Hong Kong, Indonesia, Singapore and
Thailand, we are Asia's preferred destination for candidates. With a team of 1,000 talented
individuals, we've a strong local presence in every country we're in.
With our understanding and insights on each market, as well as our passion for technology, we
provide candidates the best opportunities and deliver exceptional value to hirers.
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